Letter from the Owner

To all of our current and future clients,
Welcome to the SIS California website. Whether you’ve arrived here for training or
equipment, I think you’ll be happy with what you find here.
A bit about whom we are; SIS California is a user-driven business. Our goal is to meet or
exceed the expectations of our clients. From Tier 1 instructors to custom designed nylon, we are
in business to make sure that the white hats win at the end of the day.
Our instructors; SIS employs instructors from all walks of life; Tier 1 Special Forces
operators, SWAT and Narcotics officers, both Military and Law Enforcement Snipers,
Intelligence operators from both fields and Field Medics with many years in hostile environments
under their belt (Our instructors value their privacy as much as you do, so please don’t ask for a
resume without an official RFQ). All of our instructors are qualified to instruct on the Federal
level, and many are qualified to instruct on State and Local levels.
Our products; SIS California carries a very large selection of tactical based designs,
specifically chosen with input from clients involved with keeping us all from harm. While we do
carry some lines for the “budget crowd”, most of our products are chosen for their robustness
and wear resistance. In short, gear you’d be able to deploy with more than once. We also foster
relationships with small sew shops that have the flexibility to produce short-run custom
equipment.
Our ethics are simple; treat the client with respect. In this business, reputation goes far.
With that in mind, we’re here to help you, the operator, with your needs. By being the “Go-to”
guys, we hope to build our business to the point that we can handle ALL needs in the tactical
training and equipment realms.
If you ever have any questions or concerns, I would like to hear from you! I can be
reached at sean@siscalifornia.com . Please don’t hesitate to drop me a line, even if you’d just
like to say “Hi!”
Thank you,
Sean Fetters
Owner, SIS California

